
 

Biography 
  

Anders McDonald is a photographer with over 35 years experience behind the camera.  

Starting with film and a home dark room, Anders has transitioned to the digital era and is now skilled in all facets of 
photography. From studio or location assignments to advanced post production work with Photoshop and Lightroom, 
Anders is across a range of skills necessary for contemporary photographers. 

Travel has been a real passion for Anders, having visited over 65 countries, and photographed them all. This fasciation with 
cultures, landscapes and people from all around the world continues to this day, with at least one major overseas trip very 
year.  

In recent times this has meant photography from Iran, China, Vanuatu (for Oxfam) and New Zealand, as well as domestic 
assignments and projects within Australia. Anders feels this has helped him develop into a “citizen of the world” and this 
shows in his work. 

Anders has won recognition for his photography from the Australian Institute of Professional Photographers and works from 
Southbank in Melbourne where he also has a permanent public gallery space at Freshwater Place. His exhibitions there 
rotate on a quarterly basis, so his latest work is always on display.  

Anders is available for commercial and private assignments ranging from portraits to fashion, events, maternity, new born, 
engagement, weddings and corporate events. 

Commercial clients have included law firms, not for profits, hospitality, product shoots and consulting on photography / 
image strategy. 

Anders also has a wide range of art photography (landscapes, abstract, fashion and street photography) available for 
discerning folks who are looking for an original image in their home or office. 

Each year Anders dedicates an amount of his work time pro bono for selected charities, and 15% of all sales go to Oxfam to 
support them in their important work. 

Always keen to improve his skills and knowledge base, Anders is in his fourth year of a 4 year Advanced Diploma at 
Melbourne’s highly regarded Photography Studies College. 

Prior to making photography his career, Anders spent over 25 years as a management consultant to some of Australia’s 
leading businesses. 

Contact details: Anders McDonald 

email: andersmcdonald@me.com 

Mobile: 0412 201 679 

Website: andersart.gallery
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